The Disappearance of Child-Directed Activities and Teachers’ Autonomy from Massachusetts’ Kindergartens

According to a survey of 189 kindergarten teachers in the wealthiest and poorest school districts in Massachusetts, schools have reduced the amount of time that kindergartners have for child-directed activities (CDA) such as free play, rest, recess, snack, and lunch. At the same time, school administrators with limited or no knowledge of early childhood education have placed increasing restrictions on kindergarten teachers’ control over curriculum and instruction.

- Schools have reduced the time kindergarteners have for child-directed activities.
- Children in high-socioeconomic status (SES) schools have more time for child-directed activities.
- Kindergarteners in Massachusetts get much less time for free play and recess than three provinces in Canada recommend for kindergarteners.
- The scheduling of child-directed activities in some low-SES kindergartens is minimal or non-existent.
- Schools have reduced kindergarten teachers’ control over curriculum.
- Most elementary principals are inexperienced in early childhood education.

In far too many public school kindergartens in Massachusetts, children are experiencing educational conditions that prepare them, not for a career in the creative economy, but rather for settings where creativity, personal agency, and a sense of purpose are not necessary. Advocacy is required at both the state and local level to persuade or, if necessary, compel schools to adopt practices that address the needs of children rather than the needs of child-blind administrators in their pursuit of higher test scores.

R. Clarke Fowler, Ph.D.
Salem State University
INTRODUCTION

This research brief describes a study that was prompted by conversations I had with two kindergarten teachers in Fall 2016. Although one of these teachers taught in one of the wealthiest districts in the state and the other in one of the poorest, their two primary concerns were identical. First, both complained that they had limited control over the scope and pacing of curriculum in their classrooms because their districts had adopted scripted curricula that teachers were expected to follow faithfully. Consequently, instead of engaging children in meaningful projects that captured children’s interest and attention, teachers were required to use the scripted curricula that left some children bored and others frustrated. Although I was fully aware that many low-income school districts had adopted scripted curricula in recent years, I was surprised to learn that one of the wealthiest districts in the state had fully embraced this approach as well.

Second, both teachers complained that their principals had mandated that less time be scheduled daily for child-directed activities (CDA) such as free play, recess, lunch, snack, and rest time. Moreover, further questioning revealed substantial differences between the amount of time scheduled for CDA in the two kindergartens in question: The high socioeconomic status (SES) kindergarten included: 25 minutes for free play, 15 minutes for snack, two 20-minute recesses, a 15-minute rest period, and 25 minutes for lunch. By contrast, the low socioeconomic status (SES) kindergarten allotted no time for free play, snack, or rest, or 20 minutes for lunch and a 15-minute recess during which children were required to participate in adult-directed activities. Consequently, the high-SES kindergarten had 120 minutes for CDA daily, six times more than the 20 minutes of CDA scheduled (for lunch) for the low-SES kindergarten.

Disturbed and surprised by these reports from the field, I decided to investigate the issues these teachers had raised by developing a survey that asked kindergarten teachers in Massachusetts working in diverse socio-economic settings about a) the extent of kindergarten teachers’ autonomy over curriculum; b) the amount of time that kindergarten children have for free play, lunch, snack, rest, and recess; and c) whether the answers to the preceding questions vary according to school districts’ SES. I also investigated two related issues:

1) how the amount of CDA reported in the current survey compares with relevant national or international standards; and 2) the early childhood education credentials of the principals of the schools where survey participants taught. Prior to describing how the preceding questions were investigated, it is necessary to address the educational importance of child-directed activities and of teacher autonomy.

The Importance of Child-Directed Activities

Child-directed activities occur in classrooms when children, while still under adult supervision, are largely in charge of what they say, do, and attend to. In early childhood settings, CDA have historically included the following activities: free play, snack, lunch, rest (or nap), and recess. As explained next, CDA are important for two main reasons:

1) in order to maximize academic performance, children need to take frequent breaks from paying attention to teacher-directed activities; and 2) in order to foster spontaneous development of a variety of developmental capacities, children need to have frequent opportunities to engage in self-selected, child-directed activities, especially play.

1 I wish to thank the many kindergarten teachers who took time from their busy schedules to respond to the current survey. I also want to thank Diane Levin for her many valuable suggestions for improving this manuscript.
Children Need Frequent Breaks From Teacher-Directed Activities

In order to benefit fully from instruction, children need frequent breaks from teacher-directed tasks, which often require effortful attention. Such breaks are necessary because neither children nor adults are capable of attending to externally assigned tasks for hours at a time. Further, requiring children to pay attention to teacher-assigned tasks for extended periods of time decreases children’s motivation to participate in instructional activities and degrades their capacity to retain and consolidate learning. 2

Much of the recent research into this arena of human functioning has been conducted by neuroscientists who have studied the effect of “downtime,” a concept with different meanings for different audiences. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines downtime—a term that emerged from the world of manufacturing—as a “time during which production is stopped especially during setup for an operation or when making repairs.” 3 Accordingly, in its original sense, downtime is equated with mechanical inactivity, seen as entirely non-productive, and treated as something to be minimized, if not altogether eliminated.

Researchers in the field of cognitive neuroscience, individuals who study brains in bodies not machines in factories, take a different approach to downtime because they have discovered that brains are never idle; rather, brains are always at work, even when people are asleep. 4 Consequently, for cognitive neuroscientists, downtime refers not to unproductive inactivity but rather to a variety of productive activities that occur when the mind switches away from externally assigned tasks that may often require effortful attention. Indeed, researchers have found that regularly scheduled breaks from activities that require effortful attention are necessary for peak academic performance because “the brain cannot maintain attention for long periods of time ... For information to be processed, down time is needed to recycle chemicals crucial for long-term memory formation.” 5

Children Need To Engage Frequently in Self-Selected, Child-Directed Activities (CDA)

Beyond providing a restorative respite from externally assigned tasks, the activities discussed here each provide other kinds of important developmental benefits when children direct their attention to CDA. Wakeful rest is associated with default mode processing, a form of mental activity that facilitates the development of social cognition, moral emotions (such as empathy), and creativity. 6 Napping is associated with increased recall and emotional stability. 7 Lunch and snack both provide children with daily opportunities during mealtime conversations to enhance their language development, social skills, and vocabulary. Eating lunch or snack also fulfills, of course, the basic human need for nutrition. (It is important to note, however, that when children have less than 20 minutes


7 Mantua, J., & Spencer, R. M. (in press). Exploring the nap paradox: Are mid-day sleep bouts a friend or foe? Sleep Medicine.
to eat lunch, they eat less food and ingest fewer nutrients. Recess is the principal form of exercise for approximately 42% of children in the United States. Further, recess restores children’s capacity to pay attention in school settings—provided, however, that it is child-directed, not adult-directed. Finally, child-created and -controlled play is at the heart of children’s development and learning. It is associated with mental flexibility, creativity, foundational mathematical knowledge, social competence, self-regulation, turn taking, and many other positive outcomes. As children play with materials that they control and with each other, they are using what they already know to solve problems and constructing new ideas in unique and developmentally meaningful ways. They are learning from each other and building social skills, such as cooperation and negotiation.

It is also important to note that play and recess share a common and valuable characteristic: both are agentive activities that provide children with the opportunity to plan and pursue meaningful goals with a sense of purpose. During free play and recess, children often demonstrate the ability to exert effortful attention for extended periods of time precisely because self-selected, child-directed activities are personally meaningful—a phenomenon first noticed by Montessori and later extended by Csikszentmihalyi. Children are far less likely, however, to demonstrate the capacity to pay attention for extended periods of time while engaged in teacher-selected, adult-directed activities that children may often experience as personally meaningless.

To summarize, CDA are important because they provide children with time to engage in spontaneous construction of a host of developmental abilities. Concomitantly, CDA provide children with mentally restorative breaks from externally assigned tasks, breaks that help children fully benefit from appropriate instruction.

The Importance of Teacher Autonomy

Two of the key ways that teachers have traditionally exercised autonomy in their profession is by selecting, adapting, and implementing curricula that respond to the needs of their students and by planning daily and weekly schedules. Teachers who are provided with high levels of autonomy in these and other areas tend to teach in ways that are consistent with high-performing

---


schools and 2) produce positive academic outcomes. In addition, teachers with higher levels of autonomy have higher job satisfaction and are less likely to exit the profession. Research indicates, however, that, with the advent of the accountability movement, teachers have seen their autonomy reduced over the last 15 years. Reduced teacher autonomy is problematic for two principal reasons. First, when reductions in teacher autonomy are due to schools' adoption of scripted curricula, a veritable trove of scientific research tells us that effective teaching is not standardized and cannot be scripted. Studies of effective teachers quite consistently portray the nature of effective teaching as complex, and based essentially on appropriate moment-by-moment instructional decision making. (Emphasis added)

Further, as noted earlier, research also tells us that reductions in teacher autonomy are associated with reduced levels of job satisfaction, particularly among highly skilled teachers. For example, when McNeil studied the implementation of scripted curricula in Texas, expert teachers found teaching less satisfying as such curricula left these skilled teachers feeling deskilled. As one magnet school teacher told McNeil, ‘I am tired of having to lie to do my work.’ McNeil also found that the adoption of scripted curricula made schools “exceedingly comfortable for mediocre teachers who like to teach routine lessons according to a standard sequence and format, who like working as deskilled laborers not having to think about their work.”

To summarize, when teachers are provided with sufficient autonomy to make and implement meaningful decisions about curriculum and instruction that respond to their students' needs, educators are more likely to function as high performing teachers and to remain in the profession. Conversely, when educators' autonomy is reduced, expert teachers are more likely to experience decreased job satisfaction and to even exit the profession.

---


Description of the Kindergarten Teacher Survey

I developed a survey with a variety of items designed to investigate the extent of 1) child-directed activities and 2) teacher autonomy in Massachusetts’ kindergartens.\(^{21}\) In Spring 2017, I sent this anonymous survey to 586 randomly selected kindergarten teachers in the 40 most economically advantaged and the 40 most economically disadvantaged communities and districts in the state.\(^{22}\) A total of 189 teachers (32% of the individuals contacted) responded: 112 from low-SES districts, and 77 from high-SES districts, seven of whom taught in half-day kindergartens. The findings reported below refer, however, to the responses of full-day kindergarten teachers only.

RESULTS

Teachers’ Autonomy

High percentages of both low- and high-socioeconomic status (SES) kindergarten teachers indicated that their districts had adopted prescribed curricula: approximately 50% had scripted programs in mathematics and writing and 60% in phonics/ spelling. Even higher percentages of teachers, approximately 65%, reported that their school allowed “no adaptations” or “minor adaptations” to their school’s curricula—scripted or otherwise—in writing, mathematics, and phonics. There was, however, a substantial difference with regard to reading instruction: 74% of low-SES as opposed to 55% of high-SES teachers had limited freedom to adapt their reading programs.

Approximately 30% of teachers in high- and low-SES districts indicated that they had “far too little time” to “reflect on and adapt” their teaching. Finally, teachers in both types of districts reported scheduling, on their own, downtime activities such as mindfulness and yoga (approximately 38% and 20% respectively); however, higher percentages of teachers in high-SES schools reported scheduling brain breaks (70% versus 39%).

Time Scheduled for Child-Directed Activities

High percentages of teachers from high- and low-SES districts, 74% and 64% respectively, reported that their schools had reduced the amount of time scheduled for child-directed activities (CDA) in recent years. There were substantial and often vast differences, however, regarding almost all other aspects of school-scheduled CDA.

High-SES kindergartens scheduled 30 minutes more daily, two and a half hours more weekly, for child-directed activities than low-SES kindergartens. Higher percentages of low-SES kindergartens scheduled no time for either rest (78% versus 52%) or snack (21% versus 0%), and less than 20 minutes for lunch (12% versus 0%). High-SES kindergartens scheduled 20 more minutes daily, 100 more minutes weekly, for play and recess combined. (See Table 1.) Far higher percentages of teachers in low-SES kindergartens reported that their schools schedule “too little time” or “far too little time” for recess (73% versus 51%), snack (47% versus 34%), lunch (51% versus 15%), and rest (79% versus 35%).

Kindergartens in low-SES districts were more likely to have transformed child-directed activities into adult-directed activities. Compared with kindergartens in high-SES districts, low-SES kindergartens were more likely to have a working snack (23% versus 3%), an adult-guided recess (6% versus 3%), and, as an occasional form of punishment, a silent lunch (10% versus 0%).

\(^{21}\) To request a copy of this survey, contact rfowler@salemstate.edu.

\(^{22}\) Measures of economic advantage were based on 1) rankings of cities and towns’ per capita income, based on the US Census and 2) measures of school districts’ “economic disadvantage” that are reported in the state education agency’s database of school and district profiles, located at http://profiles.doe.mass.edu.
Further analysis uncovered two other striking findings. First, kindergarteners in 16 low-income schools, located in nine school districts, had fewer minutes of CDA per hour in their typical school day than the 7.1 minutes of break time per hour that Massachusetts school custodians have in their typical work day. (A typical union contract has an 8.5-hour workday, a 30-minute lunch period, and two 15-minute breaks, or a full hour of break time from work per day.) Second, kindergarteners in two low-SES schools in MA did not have a single minute for CDA on days when silent lunch, working snack, and adult-directed recess are implemented.

Having just highlighted the disproportionate scheduling of CDA in low-SES schools, it is important to note that, as reported earlier, a substantial percentage of teachers in high-SES districts say that their children get “too little time” or “far too little time” for recess (51%), rest (35%), snack (34%) and lunch (15%); and that 55% of high SES kindergartens do not have a rest period. And it is equally important to note that some low-income schools scheduled comparatively high amounts of CDA. Indeed, six of the nine kindergartens with the highest amount of total CDA were located in low-income communities. Finally, the 15 low-income classrooms that were NAECYC-accredited\(^\text{23}\) had 23% more total time for CDA than the low-income kindergartens that were not NAECYC-accredited. (See Appendix A for a table of selected findings from the current survey, disaggregated by SES.)

### Comparing the Time Scheduled for CDA in MA Kindergartens with Other Standards

Even though American education is currently replete with standards of all kinds, there are, unfortunately, no nationally recognized standards for the amount of time that kindergartens should schedule daily for CDA as a whole. There are, however, other ways to identify standards or models for kindergarten scheduling.

First, seven states have issued early learning policy recommendations that include examples of full-day kindergarten schedules.\(^\text{24}\) When averaged, these seven states recommend that kindergarteners get just one minute less daily for CDA than the high-SES and 29 minutes more daily than the low-SES kindergartens surveyed here.

Second, three Canadian provinces have also produced sample kindergarten schedules, and these recommendations vary dramatically from what occurs in Massachusetts.\(^\text{25}\) The Canadian scheduling recommendations provide children with 1) 50 more minutes of CDA daily and 4.2 more hours weekly, than in high-SES schools in MA and, 2) 80 more minutes of CDA daily and 6.7 more hours weekly, than in low-SES schools in MA. (See Table 1.)

Further, the three provinces in Canada, a country that far outperforms the USA on international tests, recommend that children have, on average of 8.3 hours per week for play and recess combined.

---

\(^{23}\) NAECYC accredited programs have met high quality early childhood program standards designed by the National Association for the Education of Young Children.

\(^{24}\) The states with sample full-day kindergarten schedules are Arizona, Kansas, North Carolina, New Jersey, Nebraska, Pennsylvania, and Washington.

\(^{25}\) The three Canadian provinces with sample full-day kindergarten schedules are British Columbia, Manitoba, and Ontario.
Disappearance of Child-Directed Activities

Table 1
Amount of Time Scheduled for Child-Directed Activities (CDA) in MA Kindergartens
And Recommended Amounts of CDA in State and Provincial Kindergarten Guidelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Activity</th>
<th>Mean Amount of CDA in MA Kindergartens</th>
<th>Mean Amount of CDA in Kindergarten Scheduling of Guidelines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-SES</td>
<td>High-SES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minutes</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snack</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recess</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Play</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Third, researchers have also investigated another factor that informs the current discussion: the relationship between downtime and peak performance in both workplace and school settings. Recently, Gifford reported that one company’s top adult performers did not work longer hours than less productive workers. In fact, the top performers worked less than a full eight hours, because they took, on average, a 17-minute break following 52 minutes of work, which amounts to 15 minutes of downtime per hour. Concurrency, Dr. Judith Willis, who is both a neuroscientist and a classroom teacher, recommends, based on her review of downtime research, that elementary students in grades 1-6 should also have 15 minutes of downtime for every hour of work (preferably broken into work sessions of 10 to 15 minutes followed by 3- to 5-minute breaks). In the current study, though, 71% of kindergarten classrooms in low-SES and 23% in high-SES districts get less downtime per hour (as measured by the amount of time scheduled for CDA) than Willis recommends for sixth-graders and Gifford recommends for adults. Thus, the discrepancy in downtime for kindergartners in low-SES and high-SES districts is important to note. Finally, the American Academy of Pediatrics, based on its analysis of research on the length and timing of school lunch, recommends that, once seated, children have at least 20 minutes to eat and therefore encourages schools to schedule at least 25 and preferably 30 minutes for lunch. The current study found, however, that low-SES kindergartens were more likely than high-SES kindergartens to have lunch periods that lasted less than 20 minutes (12% versus 0%) and less than 25 minutes (39% versus 24%). Further, approximately 50% of both types of kindergartens fail to follow a related recommendation for schools to schedule lunch (not after) recess.

---


28 Turner, L., Ellison, M., Sandora, A. & Chaloupka, F. (2014). Most US public elementary schools provide students only minimal time to eat lunch. Bridging the Gap Program, Health Policy Center, Institute for Health Research and Policy, University of Illinois at Chicago.
The Early Childhood Credentials of Survey Participants’ Principals

Given the fact that principals typically set the policies regarding both instructional and non-instructional time in all the classrooms in their school, it is important to know whether the heads of the schools in this study had any training in early childhood teaching practices. To pursue this question, I investigated the early childhood credentials of survey participants’ principals by 1) identifying the name of the principal of each participating teacher’s school, and 2) searching for each principal’s credentials on the state’s Public Lookup for Educator Licensure. This search found that low percentages of responding teachers’ principals held a state-issued early childhood education (PreK–2) teaching credential in both low- and high-SES districts, 20% versus 16% respectively. Principals in low-SES schools, however, were far more likely to hold neither an early childhood nor an elementary credential (38% versus 22%).

**DISCUSSION**

The current results reveal a similar trend in both high- and low-SES kindergartens: widespread use of scripted curricula and small amounts of time for CDA. Such practices suggest a deep distrust of children and teachers’ agency, of their capacity to have and act on their own thoughts. The implicit message of such practices, which suggest ignorance of the educational benefits associated with both teacher autonomy and with well-planned and guided CDA, is the proposition that crucial decisions about how teachers and children should spend their time are best made by individuals outside the classroom (e.g., principals, superintendents, and publishers).

Use of scripted curriculum is, of course, not new to American education. Indeed, in the 1970s and early 1980s, scripted programs were not uncommon. What is new, however, is 1) the extent to which scripted curricula have been adopted in so many subject areas, 2) the restrictions placed on teachers’ ability to adapt such curricula, and 3) the overall reduction of CDA in children’s daily schedules, as free play, lunch, rest, recess, and snack time are reduced, eliminated, and/or transformed into adult-directed activities.

In the past, educators have perennially debated the extent to which instruction should be child-centered or teacher-centered, and educational practices have historically shifted between these two poles. However, now that the age of testing has come to maturity—an effort driven by and modeled on corporate-based interests and ideologies—many schools have adopted an approach to instruction and scheduling that, as detailed in the current study, is neither child- nor teacher-centered but rather administrator-centered. As a result, teachers are increasingly reflecting less on the extent to which they should lead or follow the child, and more on the extent to which they should follow or deviate from principal-mandated schedules and district-mandated curricula.

---

29 The MA educator lookup is located at: http://www.doe.mass.edu/educator/lookup/.
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Among the many problems associated with administrator-directed instruction, besides the obvious fact that administrators are not in the classroom as curriculum is enacted, is the fact that most elementary principals in the nation have little or no knowledge of early childhood education. It is not surprising therefore that the current study found that more than 80% of responding teachers’ principals do not hold an early childhood credential. Indeed, principals’ lack of knowledge of early instructional practices is painfully evident in some of the scheduling practices described here: kindergartens that do not have time for free play, rest, or unstructured snack but do have carefully dictated amounts of time for working snacks, adult-guided recesses, and silent lunches. Ideas implicit in such scheduling practices are the following toxic misconceptions about children’s learning: 1) child-directed activities are a waste of time that could be used for more important “learning” purposes; and 2) children can and should pay attention to adults for extended periods of time.

Principals who ascribe, explicitly or not, to the preceding wrongheaded ideas about how young children learn are best described as suffering from child-blindness. One of the teachers who responded to the current survey captured this notion when she commented that her principal does not see kindergarteners as “children” but only as “data points.”

The current results clearly indicate, however, that the full weight of educational practices mandated by child-blind administrators falls most heavily on kindergarteners in low-income communities where, as noted earlier, 71% of low-SES kindergarteners have less time for child-directed activities than the amount of downtime that Gifford recommends for peak performance by adults. And yet kindergarteners in low-SES schools presumably need more time for restorative breaks than peers in high-SES schools—not to mention adults in the workplace—to 1) rebound from stressors associated with poverty and, in many instances, 2) manage the cognitive demands of being educated in a second language.

The reason why principals of low-SES schools adopt the Dickensian scheduling practices identified here is, presumably, to prepare children to be college and career ready. It is important to ask, however, what type of future setting low-SES kindergarteners are being prepared for when they are not permitted to eat a snack, talk during lunch, play freely during recess, or rest when tired; and when they get 100 minutes less time weekly than high-SES kindergarteners to engage in the activities of free play and recess. Such practices surely do not constitute preparation for a career at Google, which has nap pods for its workers; or at Intel, where workers get three major breaks a day along with two 5- to 10-minute breaks daily; or at 3M, where employees have been allowed, since 1948, to devote 15% of their workday to projects of their own choice.

Nor do these practices prepare children for any college that I am aware of.

---


Given that no research supports the educational value of such instructional practices, an unavoidable conclusion is that, in far too many low-SES kindergartens in Massachusetts, children are being prepared, intentionally or not, for workplaces and institutions where personal agency and a sense of purpose are not necessary. And the two kindergartens where children may have zero minutes of child-directed activities during the school day appear to be preparing children, intentionally or not, for institutionalization only. Ultimately, such practices appear to be designed not to redress but rather to reproduce social inequities.

In closing, it is important to note that some groups in higher SES communities have initiated efforts to address some of the issues discussed in this paper. Parents in Hopkinton, MA successfully lobbied the school committee to add a second recess to their school day. Educators in Acton have initiated a town-wide effort to provide more time for children to have play and outdoor activity in school and at home. The Massachusetts legislature is currently considering legislation to require a minimum of 30 minutes of recess in the school day. And, as noted earlier, a number of high- and low-SES schools have adopted kindergarten schedules that provide children with ample amounts of free play and recess.

Further advocacy is required at both the local and state level, though, to persuade or, if necessary, compel more schools in Massachusetts to adopt practices that address the needs of the whole child rather than the needs of child-blind administrators for higher test scores. Concurrently, efforts need to be undertaken to educate both policy makers and school administrators about the fact that countries with educational systems that value and encourage playful learning and child-directed activities in kindergarten (e.g., Finland, Singapore, and Canada) far outperform the United States on international assessments. For example, Singapore, the country that leads all nations in all three subject areas tested by the PISA assessments (i.e., math, science, and reading), has devised an early educational system that seeks to produce, by the end of kindergarten, “a happy and healthy child who is able to relate to others, communicate with others, and is curious and enthusiastic about learning.” (See Appendix B for a list of Singapore’s eight desired kindergarten outcomes.) Singapore illustrates how an ethnically diverse society that embraces early childhood education as a preparation for life-long learning, and not as a preparation for test taking, can produce outstanding educational outcomes. It is time for policy makers and administrators in Massachusetts and across the nation to heed this lesson: to cease treating children as data points, and to design responsive educational environments, led by empowered early educators, that nurture the whole child.

---


# Appendix A

## Selected Findings From The Current Survey of MA Kindergarten Teachers, Disaggregated by Socioeconomic Status (SES)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>High-SES Ks</th>
<th>Low-SES Ks</th>
<th>Difference (High-SES Minus Low-SES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class size</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks that reduced time for child-directed activities (CDA) in recent years</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total time scheduled weekly for CDA (i.e., for play, rest, recess, lunch, and snack)</td>
<td>9.3 hours</td>
<td>6.8 hours</td>
<td>2.5 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time scheduled weekly for recess and free play, combined</td>
<td>4.8 hours</td>
<td>3.2 hours</td>
<td>1.6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks with:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult-directed recess</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>(3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working snack</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>(20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent lunch</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>(10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks where children have less time for CDA than most custodians have for contractual breaks (i.e., 7 minutes per hour or less)</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>(12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks where children have less than 15 minutes of CDA per hour</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>(48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools with a principal with an early childhood (PrK-2) credential</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>(4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of K teachers who say their students have “too little time” or “far too little time” for:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recess</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>(22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snack</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>(13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>(36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>(44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characteristic</td>
<td>High-SES Ks</td>
<td>Low-SES Ks</td>
<td>Difference (High-SES Minus Low-SES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks with a lunch period less than:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 minutes</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>(12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 minutes</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>(10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks with no time scheduled for:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>(26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Play</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>(30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snack</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>(21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ks with:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy area with books</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block area</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening area</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water or sand table</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing center</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art area</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math area with manipulatives</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramatic play area</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science area</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puzzle area</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers who, on their own, schedule the following types of breaks:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain breaks</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers who have “far too little time” to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confer with colleagues</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relax and destress</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflect on adapt their instruction</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicate with families</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>(09%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Eight Desired Outcomes Singapore Seeks to Instill in Children
By The End of Kindergarten

1. Know what is right and what is wrong

2. Be willing to share and take turns with others

3. Be able to relate to others

4. Be curious and able to explore

5. Be able to listen and speak with understanding

6. Be comfortable and happy with themselves

7. Have developed physical co-ordination and healthy habits

8. Love their families, friends, teachers and school

Teachers Speak Out: How School Reforms Are Failing Low-Income Young Children

Straight Talk About Kindergarten Readiness Assessment

Selected Standards From The Common Core State Standards For Mathematics, Grades K-3: My Reasons For Not Supporting Them

Lively Minds: Distinctions Between Academic Versus Intellectual Goals For Young Children

Reading Instruction In Kindergarten: Little To Gain And Much To Lose

See the Defending the Early Years website (www.DEYproject.org) for additional resources.
Children need to have frequent opportunities to engage in self-selected, child-directed activities, especially play.

In far too many low-SES kindergartens in Massachusetts, children are being prepared, intentionally or not, for workplaces and institutions where personal agency and a sense of purpose are not necessary.

It is time for policy makers and administrators in Massachusetts and across the nation to heed this lesson: to cease treating children as data points, and to design responsive educational environments, led by empowered early educators, that nurture the whole child.

R. Clarke Fowler, Ph.D. chairs the Department of Childhood Education and Care at Salem State University. Prior to joining the faculty at Salem State in 1995, he taught preschool and kindergarten, worked as a family day care licensor in the Massachusetts Office for Children, and served as the administrative assistant to the Senate Chair of the Massachusetts Legislature’s Joint Committee on Education.

Defending the Early Years (DEY) was founded in 2012 to rally educators to take action on policies that affect the education of young children. DEY is committed to promoting appropriate practices in early childhood classrooms and supporting educators in counteracting current reforms which undermine these appropriate practices. DEY is a non-profit project of the Progressive Education Network, Inc., a 501 (c) 3 organization.